Abstract. Adjerid et al. 2] and Yu 19, 20] show that a posteriori estimates of spatial discretization errors of piecewise bi-p polynomial nite element solutions of elliptic and parabolic problems on meshes of square elements may be obtained from jumps in solution gradients at element vertices when p is odd and from local elliptic or parabolic problems when p is even. We show that these simple error estimates are asymptotically correct for other nite element spaces. The key requirement is that the trial space contain all monomial terms of degree p + 1 except for x p+1 1 and x p+1 2 in a Cartesian (x 1 ; x 2 ) frame. Computational results show that the error estimates are accurate, robust, and e cient for a wide range of problems, including some that are not supported by the present theory. These involve quadrilateral-element meshes, problems with singularities, and nonlinear problems.
1. Introduction. A posteriori error estimates are a standard ingredient of adaptive nite element software. They are used to appraise the accuracy of computed solutions and to control adaptive enrichment through h?, p?, and/or r-re nement.
Successful techniques for estimating spatial discretization errors of nite element solutions of elliptic and parabolic problems are often based on residual correction with p-re nement 18] . Using this strategy, an error estimate is obtained in a space of piecewise polynomials having higher degree than used for the original solution by solving a nite element Galerkin problem with solution residuals as loading. The error estimation problem may be localized to the element level to avoid a global assembly and solution; hence, reducing computational cost. Localization typically involves estimating solution gradients at element boundaries 4, 10, 18] and the neglect of errors at certain points, lines, or surfaces 3, 9, 19, 20] .
Babuska and Yu 9] considered the solution of linear two-dimensional elliptic problems on squares using piecewise bi-p polynomial spaces and showed that error estimates could be constructed from jumps in solution gradients at element vertices when p is odd and from local elemental solution residuals when p is even. Yu 19, 20] proved that error estimates computed in this manner are asymptotically exact; hence, they converge to zero under mesh re nement at the same rate and with the same constant as the actual nite element error. Adjerid et al. 2, 3] established similar results for the nite element method-of-lines solution of one-and two-dimensional parabolic problems.
Both odd-and even-order error estimation procedures are computationally simple. The odd-order estimates only require jumps in solution gradients at the four element vertices and neither element nor edge residuals are needed. Only nearest-neighbor interaction is necessary; thus, simplifying implementation on a parallel computer. Gradient jumps may be shared between elements with a common vertex to halve the cost relative to element-by-element computation. The even-order elliptic and parabolic estimates are local to the element. No o -element communication is necessary; hence, there is no search for neighbor information and parallelization is perfect. Computations (x5) imply that the even-order estimates improve with increasing polynomial degree.
Piecewise tensor-product spaces are not as e cient as serendipity 21] or hierarchical 12, 17] approximations which have fewer degrees of freedom for the same order of accuracy. Herein, we show that the error estimates of Babuska and Yu 9, 19, 20] or Adjerid et al. 2, 3] converge to the actual error for a wider class of nite element spaces. The important consideration is that a solution space of order p contain all monomial terms x 1 p+1?k x k 2 of degree p + 1 except x 1 p+1 and x 2 p+1 . These spaces have slightly larger dimension than the usual serendipity or hierarchical bases, but far less than the bi-p spaces (cf. Fig. 1 ). In return, for the modest increase in solution complexity relative to serendipity and hierarchical bases, the solution will be supported by a simple and asymptotically correct error estimate.
After stating the linear elliptic and parabolic Galerkin problems under consideration (x2), we review the odd and even error estimation procedures for piecewise bi-p polynomial spaces (x3). The procedure for constructing more general nite element spaces for which these error estimates apply is described in x4. Establishing asymptotic correctness of the error estimates for elliptic and parabolic problems using these new nite element spaces follows the earlier arguments used for bi-p polynomial spaces. Because these proofs are lengthy and involved, we have not duplicated the arguments but, rather, refer to the earlier analyses 2, 3, 9, 19, 20] .
Although the odd and even error estimation procedures apply to many nite element spaces, we show how to modify standard hierarchical spaces 17] by the addition of certain interior (\bubble") modes (x4). The theory has only been developed for linear elliptic and parabolic problems on rectangular-element meshes; however, several examples (x5) reveal that the error estimates work more generally. In particular, they appear to be reliable and robust on some non-rectangular-element meshes, highly-graded meshes in the presence of singularities, and nonlinear problems. They even appear to apply to triangular elements 14]. Like many other error estimation techniques 5, 6, 7, 8, 16] , the odd and even estimates may perform poorly on highly irregular meshes and when singularities introduce pollution errors. @ xj (a j;k (x)@ x k u) + b(x)u; (2.1b) subject to the initial and Dirichlet boundary conditions u(x; 0) = u 0 (x); x 2 @ ; (2.1c) u(x; t) = 0; x 2 @ ; t > 0:
The variables x = x 1 ; x 2 ] T and t denote spatial and temporal coordinates, @ denotes partial di erentiation with respect to , and is a bounded piecewise rectangular domain with boundary @ . The functions a j;k (x), j; k = 1; 2, and b(x) are smooth with L being a positive de nite operator. Our results also hold for elliptic problems upon neglect of temporal dependence in (2.1).
The Galerkin form of (2.1) consists of determining u 2 H 1 0 satisfying (v; @ t u) + A(v; u) = (v; f); t > 0; (2.2a) A(v; u) = A(v; u 0 ); t = 0; 8 v 2 H 1 0 ; (2.2b) where the strain energy and L 2 inner products, respectively, are When the mesh is rectangular and Q p is a tensor product of one-dimensional polynomials through degree p, the error estimates (3.5, 6) reduce to a case similar to the one considered by Adjerid et al. 2] and Yu 20] and, hence, they may be proven to be asymptotically correct as indicated by the following theorem. where h adj(i;k);j is the length of the edge of the element adjacent to i in the x j direction and sharing vertex k. The functions p+1;j (x) and V j (x), j = 1; 2, vanish on the edges of i ; thus, the computation of E(x; t) is local to i and is obtained as the solution of (V j ; @ t E) i + A i (V j ; E) = g i (t; V j ); t > 0; (3.11a) A i (V j ; E) = A i (V j ; u 0 ? U); t = 0; j = 1; 2;
where the subscript i denotes a local inner product whose domain is restricted to i .
This problem may be further simpli ed by (i) neglecting the o -diagonal di usion coe cients a j;k , j 6 = k, and the reaction term b(x) as being higher-order and (ii) approximating the diagonal di usion coe cients a j;j , by their values at element centroids a j;j , j = 1; 2. Thus, E may be obtained by solving (3.11a,b) with A i on the left of (3.11a) and in (3.11b) replaced by the simpler strain energỹ
a j;j @ xj v@ xj u dx 1 dx 2 :
When the mesh is rectangular, the symmetry of p+1;j (x) and V j (x), j = 1; 2, lead to the uncoupled constant-coe cient initial-value problem on i b 0 j (t) + r j b j (t) = G j (t); t > 0; 
Finally, the time derivative in (3.12a) may be neglected to obtain
t > 0; j = 1; 2:
Thus, error estimates are determined as solutions of either local parabolic (3.12) or elliptic (3.13) problems. Both methods produce asymptotically correct results as indicated by the following theorem. Theorem 3.2. Let the mesh and solution structure be as described in Theorem 3.1 and let p 2 be an even integer. Let b j , j = 1; 2, be solutions of either (3.12) or (3.13) that are used to obtain an error estimate according to (3.3 4. Error estimation for other nite element bases. With su cient smoothness, the convergence rate of nite element solutions is determined by the highest degree polynomial that can be interpolated exactly. Thus, piecewise bi-p polynomial approximations contain many higher-order terms that do not increase the convergence rate. Di erent bases of order p, such as serendipity 21] or hierarchical 12, 17] approximations, typically lead to (i) better conditioned sti ness matrices, (ii) reduced computational complexity, and (iii) simpler implementations. Unfortunately, the error estimation procedures (3.6, 8, 11-14) are not asymptotically correct when used with these spaces.
The terms x p+1 1 and x p+1 2 are the only monomials missing from a bi-p polynomial approximation for it to contain a complete (p + 1)-degree polynomial (cf. Fig. 1 ). As indicated by the following theorem, these are the only monomial terms needed to make the error estimates of x3 asymptotically correct when the other monomial terms of degree p + 1 are present in the solution space S N;p . , which are usually associated with a fth-degree basis. The addition of these internal modes in a nite element software system is simple and results in a minor loss in e ciency relative to the standard hierarchical basis. In return for this extra e ort, the solution will be supported by a simple asymptotically correct error estimate. 5 . Examples. We consider ve examples that illustrate the performance of the error estimation procedures for both odd-and even-degree approximations by solving elliptic and parabolic problems having (i) smooth solutions, (ii) solutions with line and point singularities, (iii) nonuniform and highly-graded quadrilateral meshes, and (iv) nonlinearity. The assumptions of Theorems 3.1-4.1 are violated for all examples; thus, indicating that the estimation procedures apply more widely than the theory suggests.
Accuracy of the error estimates is measured by the global and local e ectivity indices = jjE( ; t)jj 1 jje( ; t)jj 1 ; i = jjE( ; t)jj 1;i jje( ; t)jj 1;i ; i = 1; 2; :::; N:
If E is an asymptotically correct estimate of e then should converge to unity as the mesh is re ned. The estimate is, furthermore, robust if does not appreciably di er from unity for a wide range of mesh spacings and polynomial degrees. Table 1 . Likewise, the modi ed and standard hierarchical bases agree when p < 3 (cf. x4.) and these results are not duplicated in Table 3 .
Although the theory is not developed for non-rectangular meshes, we expect good results with bi-p and modi ed hierarchical approximations since the solution is smooth and the mesh is not severely distorted. Indeed, e ectivity indices for the bi-p and modi ed hierarchical bases are in excess of 0.85 for virtually all mesh-order combinations. The e ectivity indices of both of these approximations appear to converge to unity under mesh re nement. The data of Tables 1 and 2 indicate a better performance for even-degree polynomials than for odd. On the contrary, the results of Table 3 for the standard hierarchical basis do not indicate asymptotic correctness of the error estimates for p = 3; 4.
We also solve this problem on a chevron-patterned mesh obtained by mapping the vertices Fig. 3 .) onto corresponding vertices in by a bilinear transformation and forming quadrilateral elements. We solve problems with p = 1; 2; 3; 4 and N = 100, 225, 400, 625 using bi-p approximations. Errors and global e ectivity indices are displayed in Table 4 . Results for piecewise modi ed hierarchical approximations are similar. While e ectivity indices are in excess of 0.8, convergence under mesh re nement on these quadrilateral meshes is less clear than on parallel quadrilateral-element meshes. TABLE 5 Errors and e ectivity indices for Example 2 using piecewise bi-p polynomial approximations on uniform meshes. Tables 5 and   6 for uniform and graded meshes, respectively. A priori estimates indicate that the discretization error behaves as O(h) on uniform meshes of spacing h = 1=n. A posteriori error estimates based on p-re nement, such as those of x3, would, therefore, not be expected to perform well under these conditions. The results of Table 5 con rm this. While e ectivity indices for p 6 = 3 are not bad, convergence under h-re nement is either non-existent or very slow. As shown in the upper portion of Fig. 2 , large errors and local e ectivity indices on elements adjacent to x 2 = 0 \pollute" the solution and result in inaccurate error estimates throughout the domain. Results with highly-graded meshes (cf. Table 6 and the lower portion of Fig. 2 ) substantially improve performance. Global e ectivity indices appear to converge to unity and local errors are much closer to an equilibrated state. Example 3. Consider a Dirichlet problem for Laplace's equation on a unit square with the data selected so that the exact solution in polar coordinates is u(x) = u(r; ) = r 2=3 sin( 2 3 ): (5.6) This solution behaves as O(r 2=3 ) near the origin and this singularity limits the hconvergence rate. Unless the singularity is resolved by, e.g., grading the mesh, it will again pollute the solution and error estimate globally. Like others 7], our local error estimates fail to recognize such pollution errors and tend to give poor performance in their presence. Reasonable accuracy returns when the singularity is resolved to the point where the pollution errors are small relative to the local errors.
We initially solve this problem using piecewise bi-p approximations on uniform meshes having 100, 225, 400, and 625 elements. Exact errors and global e ectivity indices are presented in Table 7 . Local errors and e ectivity indices on a 400-element mesh are presented in the upper portion of Fig. 4 . As with Example 2, solutions on uniform meshes concentrate errors in the element adjacent to the singularity. The a posteriori error estimates cannot perform well under these conditions and poor global e ectivity indices result. TABLE 7 Errors and e ectivity indices for Example 3 using piecewise bi-p polynomial approximations on uniform meshes. Results are also obtained using piecewise bi-p and modi ed hierarchical approximations on locally graded meshes that were generated by re ning the element closest The severe grading has reduced the local error on the element adjacent to the singularity and this has substantially improved the performance of the global and local e ectivity indices. As with Examples 1 and 2, results for p = 3 are poorer than those for other orders. E ectivity indices are closer to unity with bi-p approximations than with modi ed hierarchical approximations. Additional equilibration of loading on the edges of odd-order approximations may be necessary to improve the performance of the error estimate 16]. A similar degradation of performance was observed by Babuska and Yu 9] with rst-and second-order approximations in the presence of singularities. Exact errors and e ectivity indices at t = 0:5 appear in Tables 12 and 13, respectively for piecewise bi-p and modi ed hierarchical approximations. Results are comparable to those of Example 4, except that e ectivity indices for p = 3 are much closer to unity here than there.
6. Discussion. We show that simple a posteriori estimates of spatial discretization errors of piecewise bi-p polynomial nite element solutions of two-dimensional rect in situations that are not supported by the present theory. The robustness of the error estimation procedure on arbitrary grids may be appraised using the computational strategy of Babu ska et al. 8] which is, essentially, a computer-based proof of asymptotic correctness. We will explore this possibility. The error estimates are simple to construct and require at most nearest-neighbor information from the nite element solution; hence, they are e cient for both serial and parallel computation. Temporal superconvergence appears to be robust; thus, there is little advantage of using the parabolic error estimation procedure relative to the elliptic procedure for even-order approximations. An exception might occur when using error estimates to control mesh motion (r-re nement).
Focusing on spatial error estimation, we ensured that temporal errors were negligible relative to spatial errors. In a practical computational system, however, the temporal and spatial errors must be related. One way of doing this is to maintain the local temporal error per step at a small percentage of the total error 11, 13] .
Several theoretical extensions of the error estimation procedures described herein are necessary. For example, the performance of the error estimates in the presence of singularities and singular perturbations needs investigation. The latter situation involves small di usivities 1] whereas these error estimates rely on di usion dominance. At the very least, error estimates become less robust near singularities and in the presence of singular perturbations. A theory is needed for nonlinear problems and vector systems. Likewise, convergence analyses are needed on meshes of arbitrary triangular and quadrilateral elements. Although the computations reported here are promising, mesh shape and gradation can greatly a ect the accuracy of an error estimate 16].
The present error estimates can be easily extended to three-dimensional cubic elements and the present theory holds in this case. However, analyses are needed for meshes of tetrahedral and hexahedral elements. Additional work will also be necessary to extend the error estimates to spatially varying polynomial degrees (e.g., adaptive p-and hp-re nement). Nothing is known about the convergence of error estimation procedures under such situations and both gradient jumps and internal residuals may be necessary.
